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Abstract— A nonlinear-dynamics transient computational analysis of the explosion phenomena
associated with detonation of 100g of C4 high-energy explosive buried at different depths in sand is
carried out using the AUTODYN computer program. The results obtained are compared with the
corresponding experimental results obtained in Ref. [1]. To validate the computational procedure and
the materials constitutive models used in the present work, a number of detonation-related phenomena
such as the temporal evolutions of the shape and size of the over-burden sand bubbles and of the
detonation-products gas clouds, the temporal evolutions of the side-on pressures in the sand and in air,
etc. are determined and compared with their experimental counterparts. The results obtained suggest
that the agreement between the computational and the experimental results is reasonable at short postdetonation times. At longer post-detonation times, on the other hand, the agreement is less satisfactory
primarily with respect to the size and shape of the sand crater, i.e. with respect to the volume of the
sand ejected during explosion. It is argued that the observed discrepancy is, at least partly, the result of
an inadequacy of the generic materials constitutive model for the sand which does not explicitly
include the important effects of the sand particle size and the particle size distribution, as well as the
effects of moisture-level controlled inter-particle friction and cohesion. It is further shown that by a
relatively small adjustment of the present materials model for sand to include the potential effect of
moisture on inter-particle friction can yield a significantly improved agreement between the computed
and the experimentally determined sand crater shapes and sizes .
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1. INTRODUCTION
Detonation of high-energy explosives and the subsequent interaction of the detonation
products and the associated shock waves with the surrounding media and structures
involve highly non-linear phenomena of a transient nature. In order to maximize the
destructive effects of the explosion or to devise means/strategies for minimizing such
effects, a large range of diverse physical phenomena must be considered. While, in
principle, one would prefer to study the aforementioned detonation phenomena using an
analytical technique, in hope of elucidating the underlying physics of the problem,
analytical methods typically entail major simplifying assumptions so that their
predictions are often questionable or even contradicted by the experimental observations
[1]. Consequently, a better understanding of the explosion phenomena is being gradually
gained by combining physical experiments with numerical modeling techniques [2-4].
This approach is utilized in the present work in which the experimental results
pertaining to the explosion of a 100g shallow-buried C4 high-energy explosive reported
in Ref. [1] are compared with a detailed numerical modeling of the same physical
problem using AUTODYN, a state of the art non-linear dynamics simulation software
[2].

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS
2.1. Soil Response Following Explosion of Shallow-buried Mines
While an explosion is a continuous event taking place over a relatively short period of
time (typically over several hundred microseconds), its analysis is often divided into
three distinct phases: (i) the initial phase dominated by the detonation of the explosive
and by the interactions between the resulting gaseous detonation products and the soil
surrounding the buried explosive; (ii) the second phase associated with a substantial
expansion of the detonation products , initial ejection of the soil and with the formation
and propagation of an air shock and (iii) the last stage of an explosion which is
dominated by a substantial ejection of the soil. In the remainder of this section, a more
detailed description is given of each of the three stages of an explosion.
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When the explosion of a mine is initiated, detonation waves begin to propagate from
the points of initiation of the explosion, transforming an (typically solid) explosive into
a mass of hot, high-pressure gaseous detonation products. The interactions of the highpressure detonation produc ts with the surrounding soil result in different responses of
different portions of the soil, depending (primarily) on their distance from the explosive
and on their physico-mechanical properties. The initial stage of explosion plays an
important role in the overall effectiveness and lethality of a buried mine since it controls
the amount of explosive energy available to impact the target structure/personnel. Many
parameters influence the amount of energy absorbed by the soil, and among these
parameters the most important ones are found to be the depth of burial, soil physical and
mechanical properties and the moisture content of the soil [1, 3, and 5]. The optimal
depth of burial for shallow buried explosives corresponds to a condition under which the
charge explosion is followed by a preferential venting of the detonation products and
soil ejection in the upward direction while the amount of the explosion energy absorbed
by the (un-ejected) soil is minimized. Larger density and larger moisture contents
generally give rise to an increase in the soil’s ability to transmit shock and reduce soil’s
ability to absorb energy.
When the compressive stress wave, which is initiated at the detonation products/soil
interface and travels through the soil, reaches the soil/air interface (the second stage of
explosion), it partially reflects from the interface back into the soil as a tensile stress
wave and partially becomes transmitted to the air as a shock wave. The tensile stresses
give rise to the expansion of the soil to help sustain the air shock. Ultimately, however ,
the tensile stresses cause fragmentation of the soil which, under the influence of the
high-pressure detonation products, becomes ejected upward creating a cavity in the
ground. This subsequently causes a complex system of shock and rarefaction waves to
be established within the gaseous detonation products residing in the cavity. This is
accompanied by a rapid adiabatic expansion of these gases which gives rise to the
formation of additional air shock waves that carry a significant amount of energy to be
transferred to the target.
The amount of soil ejected in the second phase of explosion, which lasts typically only
few microseconds, is relatively small. Consequently, in the second stage of explosion,
the majority of the explosion energy transmitted to the target is associated with the air
shock waves. In the third stage of explosion, complex interactions between the
compression waves and the rarefaction waves in the detonation products and the soil
within the cavity continue to take place and erode the surrounding soil and eject it, at a
high speed, in the upward direction. Consequently, within this stage of explosion, which
can sometimes last for few hundreds of milliseconds, a substantial volume/mass of the
soil is ejected. The ejected soil is responsible for the majority of the explosion energy
transferred to the target in this stage of explosion. The trajectory of the ejected soil
particles/fragments is generally in an upward direction and confined within an inverted
cone region with an included angle between 60 and 90 degrees. Typically the included
angle decreases with a decrease in the depth of burial and a decrease in the soil density,
which can be easily rationalized, since these two conditions promote the straight upward
ejection of the detonation products and the soil [1].

2.2. Problem Definition
The problem analyzed computationally in the present study is identical to the one
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investigated experimentally in Ref. [1]. A schematic of the problem is shown in Fig. 1.
The problem can be briefly described as follows:
A 1.27cm wall thickness cylindrical barrel with the outer-diameter of 91.44cm and the
overall height of 71.07cm is filled with sand up to its top. A 100g cylindrical-disk shape
C4 high-energy explosive is buried into the sand along the centerline of the barrel with
its faces parallel with the sand surface. The depth of burial (defined as a distance
between the top face of the explosive and the sand surface) is varied in a range between
0 and 8cm. A set of five pressure transducers is utilized to monitor the pressure in the
air above the sand and within the sand following detonation of the explosive. Three of
these transducers are located in the air and two in the sand. The position coordinates of
the three transducers used in air and the two transducers used in sand are given in Table
1. The transducers located in the air are denoted as PA1 through PA3 while those
located in the sand are denoted as PS1 through PS2. It should be noted that, in order to
be consistent with the definition of coordinate system used in AUTODYN [2], the y
coordinates are measured in the radial direction from the centerline of the barrel, while
the x coordinates are measured along the centerline, with x=0 corresponding to the sand
surface and x>0 denoting the air region above the sand.
Center Line

PA3
PA2
AIR

C4

PA1

PS1

Depth of
Burial

PS2

71.07cm

1.27cm

Steel Barrel
SAND

91.44cm

Fig.1. A simple schematic of the experimental setup used in Ref. [1] to study the effect of
explosion of a shallow-buried mine. Please note that the locations of the pressure
transducers PA1, PA2, PA3, PS1 and PS2 are not drawn to scale.
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Table1. Coordinates of the Pressure Transducers located in air (PA1-PA3) and in the soil
(PS1-PS2). The Origin of the Coordinate system is located along the line of
symmetry at the Soil/Air interface.
Transducer Designation

Transducer Coordinates, cm
x

y

PA1

30.00

0

PA2

110.00

0

PA3

190.00

0

PS1

-8.93-xb *

0

PS2

-13.93-xb*

0

*xb is the Depth of Burial (DOB) i.e., distance from the top of the explosive to the soil/air interface

The computational domain used to represent the physical model shown in Fig.1 is
displayed in Fig.2. Due to the inherent cylindrical symmetry of the problem, a two
dimensional ax isymmetric model is developed. The right boundary in Fig.2 coincides
with the axis of symmetry (x-axis). The horizontal direction (y-axis) corresponds to the
radial direction.
The computational domain displayed in Fig.2 is analyzed using an Euler grid, which
enables the existence of several materials (a multi-material option) within the same grid
cell. The availability of this option may be critical when explosion is modeled since,
following detonation, the gaseous detonation products, soil and air may simultaneously
reside in the same grid cells in many portions of the computational domain.
Due to a large wall thickness of the steel barrel which confines the soil within the
barrel in the radial direction, the “no flow” boundary conditions are applied along the
portions of the computational domain boundaries which coincide with the barrel. For
the remaining portions of the computational-domain boundaries, the “flow out”
boundary conditions are applied.
Different portions of the computational domains are filled with the three materials (C4,
sand and air) in accordance with the physical problem defined in Fig.1. The constitutive
equations pertaining to the response of the three materials to a (hydrostatic) pressure, a
deviatoric stress and/or a negative pressure are discuss ed in some details in Section 2.3.
To mimic the detonation initiation conditions used in Ref. [1], detonation is initiated at
the central circular portion of the explosive of radius 3.1cm, at the bottom of the
explosive.
2.3. Materials Constitutive Models
Hydrodynamic computer programs such as AUTODYN [2] are capable of predicting an
unsteady, dynamic motion of a material system by solving the appropriate mass,
momentum and energy conservation equations, subjected to the associated initial and
boundary conditions. However, for the aforementioned boundary value problem to be
fully defined, additional relations between the flow variables (pressure, density, energy,
temperature, etc.) have to be defined. These additional relations typically involve an
equation of state, a strength equation and a failure equation for each constituent material.
These equations arise from the fact that, in general, the total stress tensor can be
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decomposed into a sum of a hydrostatic stress (pressure) tensor (which causes a change
in the volume/density of the material) and a deviatoric stress tensor (which is
responsible for the shape change of the material). An equation of state then is used to
define the corresponding functional relationship between pressure, density and internal
energy (temperature), while a strength relation is used to define the appropriate
equivalent plastic -strain, equivalent plastic -strain rate, and temperature dependences of
the equivalent deviatoric stress (or some function of it). In addition, a material model
generally includes a failure criterion, i.e. an equation describing the (hydrostatic or
deviatoric) stress and/or strain condition which, when attained, causes the material to
fracture and loose its ability to support normal and shear stresses.

x

y
Flow Out

Flow Out

No Flow
AIR

C4

No Flow

No Flow
SAND

No Flow

Center Line

Fig.2. A simple schematic of the two -dimensional axisymmetric computational domain
along with the boundary conditions used in the numerical modeling of the physical
problem depicted in Fig.1.

In the present work the following materials are utilized within the computational
domain: air, sand and C4 (a high-energy explosive material). In the remainder of this
section, a brief description is given of the models used for each of the three constituent
materials.
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Air is modeled as an ideal gas and, consequently, its equation of state is defined by the
ideal-gas gamma-law relation as [6]:

P = (γ − 1)

ρ
E
ρ0

(1)

where P is the pressure, γ the constant-pressure to constant-volume specific heats ratio
(=1.4 for a diatomic gas like air), ρ 0 (=1.225kg/m ) is the initial air density, and ρ is
the current density. For Eq. (1) to yield the standard atmosphere pressure of 101.3kPa,
3
the initial internal energy E is set to 253.4kJ/m which corresponds to the air mass
specific heat of 717.6J/kg⋅K and a reference temperature of 288.2K.
Since air is a gaseous material and has no ability to support either shear stresses or
negative pressures, no strength or failure relations are required for this material.
The Jones -Wilkins-Lee (JWL) equation of state is used for C4 in the present work
since that is the preferred choice for the equation of state for high-energy explosives in
most hydrodynamic calculations involving detonation. The JWL equation of state is
defined as [7, 8]:
3



w  − R1v
w  − R 2 v wE
P = A1 −
 e + B1 −
e
+
v
 R1v 
 R2 v 

(2)

where the constants A, R1 , B, R2 and w for C4 are defined in the AUTODYN materials
library and v is the specific volu me of the material.
As explained earlier, within a typical hydrodynamic analysis, detonation is modeled as
an instantaneous process which converts unreacted explosive into gaseous detonation
products and detonation of the entire high-explosive material is typically completed at
the very beginning of a given simulation. Consequently, no strength and failure models
are required of high-energy explosives such as C4.
Sand is a porous granular material. The equation of state for sand used in the present
work is based on a piece-wise linear pressure-density relation. It should be noted that
this relation is equivalent to the standard Mie-Gruneisen equation of state in which the

 ∂P 
 is set to zero [2]. Thus, the present model
 ∂E v

Gruneisen gamma parameter, Γ = v

ignores an increase in the pressure of a porous material like sand due to absorption of the
energy. This means that the present model would give a more reliable material response
under the conditions when either the energy absorbed is not very high (e.g. when the
applied pressure levels are not significantly larger than the pressure levels at which the
porous material crushes and compacts into a solid material), when the initial material
porosity is small or when the magnitude of the Gruneisen gamma parameter is near zero.
The piece-wise linear equation of state is implemented within AUTODYN using up to
ten ( ρ , P ) pairs of values.
The strength model for sand is based on an isotropic, perfectly plastic, rate
independent yield-surface approximation. Following Laine et al. [10], the yield stress is
assumed to depend explicitly only on pressure and not on density of the porous material.
Within the AUTODYN program [2], the relationship between the yield stress, Y , and
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pressure, P , is defined as a piece-wise linear function consisting of up to ten (P, Y )
pairs of values. The yield stress is proportional to the second invariant of the deviatoric
part of the stress tensor and quantifies the resistance of the material to a plastic
(irreversible) shape change.
Unloading (and subsequent reloading) of a previously plastically deformed material is
of an elastic (reversible) nature and, in this case, the deviatoric stress is proportional to
the deviatoric strain with the proportionality constant being equal to the shear modulus,
G . In a porous material such as sand, the shear modulus is a function of the material
density. Hence, the strength model for sand entails specification of not only the
Y vs. P relation but also the G vs. ρ relation. The G vs. ρ relation is defined within

AUTODYN [2] as a piece-wise linear function using up to ten (ρ , G) pairs of data.
The failure behavior of sand is modeled within the AUTODYN materials database by
specifying a minimum (negative) value of the hydrodynamic pressure below which, the
material fractures, and looses its ability to support any tensile or shear stress. However,
if a given “fractured” material region is subsequently subjected to positive pressures, it
is given an ability to reheal and close up its cracks. In addition to the minimum (negative)
pressure failure model few other failure models for sand are examined in the present
work.

2.4. Computational Method
All the calculations carried out in the present work are done using AUTODYN, a state
of the art non-linear dynamics modeling and simulation software [2]. AUTODYN is a
fully integrated engineering analysis computer code which is particularly suited for
modeling the explosion, blast, impact and penetration events. Codes such as AUTODYN
are commonly referred to as “hydrocodes”. Within the code, the appropriate mass,
momentum and energy conservation equations coupled with the materials modeling
equations and subjected to the appropriate initial and boundary conditions are solved.
The numerical methods used for the solutio n of these equations involve finite difference,
finite volume and finite element methods and the choice of the method used (i.e.
“processor” as referred to in AUTODYN) depends on the physical nature of the
problem being studied. The power of AUTODYN is derived mainly from its ability to
handle complex problems in which different regions can be analyzed using different
methods.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Early Soil-Deformation Stage
The present computational results pertaining to the early deformation stage of the soil
are presented and discussed in this section. In addition, the corresponding experimental
results obtained using x-ray photography in Ref. [1] are presented for comparison. In all
the cases analyzed a fixed 100g weight of C4 high-energy explosive was used. To
enable a comparison between the computational and experimental results, two depths of
burial (3cm and 8cm) were used.
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Profiles of the soil bubble at different times following the detonation of C4 explosive
for the depth of burial values of 3cm and 8cm are shown respectively in Figs 3(a)-(b)
and Figs 4(a)-(b). For both Figs 3 and 4, the part (a) contains the experimental results
from Ref. [1], while the part (b) contains the present AUTODYN-based computationalanalysis results.
20

Bubble Height, cm

(a)

(b)

Analysis
15

201.9µs

126µs

10

5

100.8µs

0
-15

-10

-5
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10

15

x-Position Relative to Centerline, cm
Fig.3. A comparison of the soil-bubble profiles at different times following detonation of
100g of C4 high-energy explosive at depth of burial of 3cm: (a) Experimental results
from Ref. [1] and (b) the present AUTODYN-based computational results.

(b)

(a)

Bubble Height, cm
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Experiment [1]
451µ s

5
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0
-15

-10

-5

0

5

10

15

x-Position Relative to Centerline, cm
Fig.4. A comparison of the soil-bubble profiles at different times following detonation of
100g of C4 high-energy explosive at depth of burial of 8cm: (a) Experimental results from
Ref. [1] and (b) the present AUTODYN-based computational results.
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A brief examination of the results displayed in Figs 3 and 4 shows that, in general,
there is a reasonably good agreement between the experimental results and their
computational counterparts. This is particularly the case considering the fact that the
experimental results are associated with a considerable (± 10 %) variation. In addition,
the experimental data reported in Ref. [1] contain only the information pertaining to the
bubble width at four distinct vertical locations. This made a precise definition of the
bubble shape somewhat uncertain. Nevertheless, it appears that the experimental and the
computational results are in a reasonably good agreement relative to the overall shape
and size of the soil bubble.
A comparison between the (maximum) bubble heights obtained experimentally and
computationally for the two values of depth of burial is depicted in Fig.5. The
experimental results are displayed using individual symbols, while the computational
results are denoted using solid lines. Based on the results displayed in Fig. 5, it can be
established that the present AUTODYN-based calculations quite accurately account for
the early deformation stage of the soil.
A reasonably good agreement is also found between the experimental and
computational results with respect to the time of onset of formation of the soil bubble.
Namely, for the 3cm and 8cm depths of burial, such times were found to be 25µs and
79µs respectively using the AUTODYN calculations, while the corresponding
experimental times reported in Ref. [1] are 30µs and 79µs.
22
20
18

Bubble Height, cm

16
14

Depth of Burial
3cm

12
10
8
6

Depth of Burial
8cm

4
2
0

0

100

200

300

400

500

600

Time, microseconds
Fig.5. Variation of the soil-bubble height with time following detonation of 100g of C4 highenergy explosive for two different depths of burial. Scattered points represent
experimental data from Ref. [1], while the solid lines denote the present
AUTODYN based computational results.
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3.2. Expansion of the Detonation Products
As the height of the soil bubble increases, the thickness and, thus, the strength of the soil
layer above the gaseous detonation products decreases. This ultimately leads to the
fracture of the soil bubble and to the venting and expansion of the detonation products
into the air above the soil (i.e. to the formation of a gas cloud). The present
computational results pertaining to this stage of the detonation process are presented and
discussed in this section. For comparison the corresponding experimental results
obtained using high-speed photography reported in Ref. [1] are also presented. The
process parameters used include a 100g C4 charge weight and three depths of burial
(0cm, 3cm and 8cm). A comparison of the computational and the experimental results
pertaining to the height and to the width of the detonation-gas cloud for the three values
of depth of burial are shown respectively in Figs 6(a)-6(b). The experimental results
displayed in Figs 6(a)-(b) are shown as individual symbols while the computational
results are denoted using solid lines. It should be noted that the maximum simulation
times were limited by the size of the computational domain and by the requirement that
the detonation gas cloud is fully contained within the computational domain. The results
displayed in Fig. 6(a) show that there is a reasonably good agreement between the
experimental and computational results for the depths of burial of 0cm and 3cm for the
variation of cloud height (although the computed cloud heights are somewhat lower than
their experimental counterparts). On the other hand, the computed cloud heights at
longer simulation times are significantly higher than their experimental counterparts in
the case of 8cm depth of burial.
The results displayed in Fig.6 (b) show that the best agreement between the computed
and the experimental cloud widths is obtained in the case of 3cm depth of burial. In the
flush charge case (0cm depth of burial) the computed cloud widths are somewhat higher
than their experimental counterparts. The opposite appears the case for 8cm depth of
burial.
14 0
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Fig.6. A variation of: (a) the cloud height and (b) the cloud width with time following
detonation of 100g of C4 high-energy explosive for three values of depth of burial.
Experimental data from Ref. [1] are denoted using individual symbols while
the present computational results are shown as solid lines.

3.3. Soil Ejection Stage
The last stage of detonation of the shallow buried explosive involves substantial ejection
of the soil in the upward direction. The present computational results pertaining to this
stage of the detonation process are presented and discussed in this section. For
comparison the corresponding experimental results reported in Ref. [1] are also
presented. The process parameters such as the charge weight and depth of burial are
identical to those reported in Section 3.2. It should be noted that due to the size
limitation of the computational domain and the requirement that the soil-fragment laden
detonation-gas cloud fully resides within the computational domain no computational
results pertaining to the size of the cloud are reported. Rather the results pertaining to
the magnitude of the included angle of the cloud are reported and compared with their
experimental counterparts.
Temporal evolution of the gas-cloud included angle for the three values of the depth
of burial are displayed in Fig.7. The results displayed in Fig.7 can be summarized as
follows:
(a) As the depth of burial increases, the motion of the detonation products within the
gas-cloud becomes more directed in the upward direction leading to smaller values
of the included angle. This behavior is observed in both the experimental and
computational results;
(b) At the early stages of cloud formation, the experimental results show that included
angle does not change significant with time, while, at the longer times, the included
angle decreases with time. With the exception of the case of 0cm depth of burial,
the computed results are generally in good agreement with their experimental
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counterparts regarding the temporal variation of the included angle. As explained
earlier, due to the limitations associated with the size of the computational domain,
long time data for the included angle were not computed in the present work; and
(c) In general, the computed included angles are significantly lower than their
experimental counterparts, although, the agreement between the computed and
experimental results appears more reasonable for the case of 8cm depth of burial.
It should be noted that the typical shape of the gas -cloud deviates significantly from
an inverted cone shape which contributes significantly to the uncertainty in the
computed and the experimentally measured included angles.
140
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120

Included Angle, deg

0cm
100

80

3cm

60

40

8cm
20

0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Time, ms
Fig.7. Temporal variation of the gas-cloud included angle for the three values of depth of
burial. Experimental data from Ref. [1] are denoted using individual symbols while the
present AUTODYN-based computational results are shown as solid heavy lines.

3.4. Shock Pressure and Impulse in Air
Temporal variations of the shock pressure and impulse in air at the locations of the three
pressure transducers (PA1, PA2 and PA3) are presented and discussed in this section.
The spatial coordinates of the three transducers are given in the Table 1. It should be
recalled that the origin of the coordinate system is located along the axis of symmetry at
the initial sand/air interface. For comparison, the variations of the corresponding
hydrostatic (side on) pressures with time experimentally determined in Ref. [1] are also
presented in this section.
The temporal variations of the pressure at the locations of the three pressure
transducers in air in the case of a 0cm depth of burial are shown respectively in Figs
8(a)-(c). In Figs 8(a)-(c), the experimental results obtained in Ref. [1] are denoted by
dashed lines while the present AUTODYN -based computational results are shown as
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solid lines. It should also be noted that the results displayed in Figs 8(a)-(c) pertain to
the overpressure, i.e. the difference between the local hydrostatic pressure and 1atm
hydrostatic pressure. The same type of overpressure vs. time traces was generated for
the other two depths of burial (3cm and 8cm). These results are not included for brevity.
Rather, a summary plot showing the variation of the peak overpressure at the location of
three pressure transducers for the three values of the depth of burial are displayed in Fig.
9. In each case a set of three experimental results corresponding to the nominally
identical conditions of charge weight, depth of burial and the pressure transducer
location are displayed in Fig.9. The results displayed in Figs 8(a)-(c) and 9 (as well as
in the overpressure vs. time traces not shown for brevity) can be summarized as follows:
(a) There is a significant scatter in the experimental results obtained in Ref. [1] under
nominally identical conditions;
(b) Despite the aforementioned scatter in the experimental results, the computed peak
pressures are typically lower than their experimental counterparts;
(c) Computed times of arrival of the shockwave at the locations of the pressure
transducers PA1, PA2 and PA3 are typically longer than their experimental
counterparts;
(d) The computed positive phase durations (the time periods over which the
overpressure is positive) are generally comparable with their experimental
counterparts;
(e) At the locations of the pressure transducers PA1 and PA2 which are closest to the
sand/air interface, the computed overpressure traces consist of a single peak
followed by a gradual decrease in overpressure, Figs 8(a)-(b). This overpressure
decrease continues into the negative range of overpressure and ultimately the
overpressure begins to increase and ultimately approaches a zero value in an
asymptotic fashion. It should be noted that the long-time portions of the
overpressure traces are not displayed in Figs 8(a)-(b) for improved clarity;
(f) In the case of the pressure transducer PA3 which is the farthest from the sand/air
interface the overpressure trace consists of two peaks of comparable heights, Fig.
8(c). After the second peak, the overpressure continues to decrease and the
overpressure vs. time behavior is similar to those in Figs 8(a)-(b); and
(g) A close examination of the results displayed in Figs 8(a) -(b) suggests that the
apparent single overpressure peak is likely a superposition of two closely spaced
peaks. The existence of two closely spaced (unresolved or resolved) overpressure
peaks is found to be the result of two shock waves originating at the detonation
products/air interface. The first shock wave was caused by the initial detonation
wave which converts the solid C4 high-energy explosive into high-pressure
detonation products. A careful examination of the pressure fields during the
simulation of the explosion process revealed that the second shock wave in air was
caused by a second compression wave in the detonation products colliding with the
detonation-products/air interface. The formation of the second compression wave
appears to follow the following sequence of events: (i) A rarefaction wave is
initially generated at the detonation-products/air interface as a result of acoustic
impedance mismatch between the detonation products and air; (ii) The rarefaction
wave travels through the detonation products in the downward direction until it
collides with the detonation-products/sand interface; and (iii) A compression wave
is then generated in the detonation products at the detonation-products/sand
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interface which travels in the upward direction until it impinges on to the
detonation-products/air interface creating the second shock wave in air.
In addition to computing the overpressure vs. time traces, the impulses vs. time traces
at the location of three pressure transducers were also determined. These were obtained
by integrating the corresponding overpressure vs. time results. The individual resulting
plots will not be shown here for brevity; instead, a summary plot displaying the effect of
the depth of burial and distance from the sand/air interface on the peak value of the
impulse is given in Fig.10.
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Fig.8. Variation of the side-on pressures in air with time following detonation of 100g of C4
high-energy explosive at the depth of burial of 0cm at the location of the pressure
transducers: (a) PA1 (b) PA2 and (c) PA3. Please consult Table. 1 for the
coordinates of the pressure transducers.
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Fig.10. Variation of the peak impulse in air with distance from sand/air
interface and depth of burial.

The result displayed in Fig.10 show that, while there is a substantial scatter in the
experimental results, the agreement between the computed peak impulse values and their
experimental counterparts is relatively good. In addition, there is an interesting trend
regarding the effect of the depth of burial at the peak impulse value at different distances
from the sand/air interface. At the shortest distances from the sand/air interface, the
largest peak value of the impulse corresponds to the largest charge depth of burial.
Conversely, at the largest distances from the sand/air interface, the largest peak value of
the impulse corresponds to the 0cm depth of burial. This finding appears to be related to
the effect of the sand bubble and the vents within it in directing the detonation-products
gases in the upward direction. This effect is strongest at the shortest distances from the
sand/air interface and despite the shortest arrival times and some energy losses due to
gas/sand interactions, the resulting peak impulse values are the largest. At the longest
distances from the sand/air interface, the effect of sand bubbles is diminished relative to
the effects of energy loss due to gas/sand interaction, and consequently the largest peak
values of the impulse are obtained for the case of 0cm depth of burial.

3.5. Shock Pressure and Impulse in Sand
Temporal variations of the shock pressure and impulse in sand at the locations of the
two pressure transducers (PS1 and PS2) are presented and discussed in this section. The
spatial coordinates of the two transducers are given in the Table 1. It should be recalled
that the origin of the coordinate system is located along the axis of symmetry at the
initial sand/air interface. For comparison, the variations of the corresponding hydrostatic
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(side on) pressures with time experimentally determined in Ref. [1] are also presented in
this section.
The temporal variation of the pressure at the locations of the two pressure transducers
in sand in the case of a 0cm depth of burial are shown respectively in Figs 11(a)-(b). In
Figs 11(a)-(b), the experimental results obtained in Ref. [1] are denoted by dashed lines
while the present AUTODYN-based computational results are shown as solid lines. It
should also be noted that the results displayed in Figs 14(a)-(b) pertain to the
overpressure, i.e., the difference between the local hydrostatic pressure and 1atm
hydrostatic pressure. The same type of overpressure vs. time traces was generated for
the other two depths of burial (3cm and 8cm). These results are not included for brevity.
Rather, a summary plot showing the variations of the peak overpressure at the location
of two pressure transducers for the three values of the depth of burial are displayed in
Fig.12. In each case, a set of three experimental results corresponding to the nominally
identical conditions of charge weight, depth of burial and the pressure transducer
locations are displayed in Fig.12. The results displayed in Figs 11(a)-(c) and 12 (as well
as in the overpressure vs. time plots not shown for brevity) are discussed in the
remainder of this section.
Before a discussion is presented regarding the level of agreement between the
experimental and the computed overpressure traces in the sand, it should be noted that
the pressure transducer PS1 was located very near the charge in the experimental
investigation reported in Ref. [1]. Consequently, it was typically observed that the
pressure transducer at the location PS1 suffers a significant mechanical damage; in
addition, a layer of carbon residue was found coating the surfaces of the pressure
transducer. These findings suggest the pressure transducer PS1 was mos t likely located
in the hydrodynamic zone of deformation in the sand and subjected to significant
thermal loads. Consequently, the experimental results obtained using these pressure
transducers are not expected to be as reliable as those obtained using the pressure
transducer PS2. The latter transducer was typically found not to suffer any observable
mechanical damage or be subjected to a significant thermal load.
In general, the overall agreement between the computed and the experimental
overpressure vs. time traces is reasonable considering the fact that there is a substantial
scatter in the experimental results. Typically, the computed maximum overpressure
values, the times of arrival and the positive phase durations are bracketed by their
corresponding experimental counterparts. There are at least two characteristics of the
overpressure traces in which the computed and experimental results differ:
(i) The computed overpressure traces typically show multiple minor peaks following
the initial main pressure peak. While such multiple minor peaks are typically not seen in
the experimental data, a close examination of the experimental overpressure traces
suggests that such peaks may exist but, due to their large width and relatively small
spacing, are not resolved. In any case, the formation of the multiple peaks is the result
of a complex interactions of compression waves and rarefaction waves within the sand;
and
(ii) The computed overpressure traces at the location of pressure transducer PS1 often
contain portions consisting of a sharp over pressure drop to a zero value followed by a
zero level of overpressure, Figs 11(a). No such behavior is observed in the experimental
overpressure traces. A careful examination of the pressure fields during simulation of
the detonation process revealed that the behavior is a result of the superposition of a
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compression wave and a rarefaction wave approaching each other. As mentioned earlier
the pressure transducer PS1 was subjected to major mechanical and thermal loads and,
hence, the experimental information obtained from this transducer in less reliable. It is,
hence, possible that the transducer PS1 was unable to detect fine details on the temporal
variation of overpressure.
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Fig.11. Variation of the side-on pressures in the sand with time following detonation of 100g
of C4 high-energy explosive at the depth of burial of 0cm at the location of the pressure
transducers: (a) PS1 and (b) PS2. Please consult Table. 1 for the coordinates of the
pressure transducers.
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In addition to computing the overpressure vs. time traces, the impulses vs. time traces
at the location of two pressure transducers were also determined. These were obtained
by integrating the corresponding overpressure vs. time results. The individual resulting
plots will not be shown here for brevity. Instead, a summary plot displaying the effect
of the depth of burial and distance from the sand/air interface on the peak value of the
(pressure) impulse is given in Fig.13. In general, the same type of comments can be
made regarding the level of agreement between the experimental and computed impulse
vs. time results as those made in the case of overpressure vs. time results.

3.6. Size of the Crater
As discussed earlier, a significant portion of the momentum transfer to the target
structure/personnel is carried out by the ejected sand. It is hence important to quantify
the volume of the sand which is displaced as a result of the explosion of a shallowburied mine. In this section, the results pertaining to the size of the crater generated
within the sand are presented and discussed. For comparison, the corresponding
experimental results obtained in Ref. [1] are also presented.
The morphology of the craters resulting from detonation of 100g of C4 high-energy
explosive at 0cm, 3cm and 8cm depths of burial experimentally determined in Ref. [1]
are displayed in Figs 14(a) -(c), respectively. The results displayed in Figs 14(a)-(c) can
be summarized as follows:
(a) For each of the three values of depth of burial, the crater width extends up to the
diameter of the barrel;
(b) The depth of the crater increases slightly with an increase in the depth of burial
from approximately 16 cm, in the case of 0cm depth of burial, to approximately 17cm,
in the case of 8cm depth of burial; and
(c) For the cases of 0cm and 3cm depth of burial, the central portion of the crater
appears to be nearly flat, Figs 14(a)-(b), while for the case of 8cm depth of burial, Fig.
14(c), the central portion of the crater contains a minor bulge.
The corresponding AUTODYN-based computational results are displayed in Figs
15(a)-(c). To help interpretation of the results displayed in Figs 15(a)-(c), a thin
horizontal line is used to indicate the initial sand/air interface. The results displayed in
Figs 15(a)-(c) differ from their experimental counterparts displayed in Figs 14(a) -(c) in
several respects:
(a) The computed sand craters (defined with respect to the initial position of the
sand/air interface) do not extend out to the barrel walls;
(b) The computational results show that some displaced sand remains above the initial
position of the sand/air interface;
(c) While the computational results show an increase in the crater depth with an
increase in depth of burial, in agreement with the experimental results, this variation is
substantially more pronounced in the case of the computational results.
(d) The computed values of the crater depth at low values of depth of burial, Figs
15(a)-(b), are substantially lower than their experimental counterparts, Figs 14(a)-(b);
and
(e) While the computed crater shape for the largest depth of burial, Fig.15(c), shows a
bulge at its bottom in agreement with the corresponding experimentally determined
crater shape shown in Fig.14(c), the height of the computed bulge is clearly larger.
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The observed discrepancies between the computational and experimental shapes of the
sand craters should be at least partly due to the inability of the materials model for sand
defined in the AUTODYN [2] materials library to realistically represent the dynamic
mechanical response of 3050 mesh high purity silica sand with an average moisture
content of 0.4%, which was characterized as being able to flow “like-a-fluid”in Ref. [1].
Moisture typically increases the cohesive strength of sand but can lower the sand’s shear
strength by acting as an inter-particle lubricant. To illustrate the potential effect moisture
can have on the shapes of sand craters, the original yield stress vs. pressure data defined
in AUTODYN materials library are modified by dividing the yield stress values by a
factor of two. The computed crater shapes for the three values of depth of burial and the
modified sand constitutive model are shown in Figs 16(a)-(c). While it may appear that
the division of the yield stress of the sand by a factor of two is quite arbitrary, it should
be noted that sand properties such as the average particle size, particle size distribution
and the moisture content can readily give rise to multifold changes in the sand strength
[9, 10].
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(a) 0cm;(b) 3cm; (c) 8cm obtained experimentally in Ref. [1].
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Fig.15. The shape of the sand craters for the three values of depth of burial: (a) 0cm; (b) 3cm;
(c) 8cm obtained in the present work using AUTODYN-based calculations and the original
sand materials constitutive relations as defined in the AUTODYN materials database.
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Fig.16. The shape of the sand craters for the three values of depth of burial: (a) 0cm; (b) 3cm;
(c) 8cm obtained in the present work using AUTODYN-based calculations and the modified
materials constitutive relations for sand. Please see text for details.

It should be noted that the experimental results shown in Figs 14(a)-(c) correspond to
the final crater shapes while the computed crater shapes displayed in Figs 15(a)-(c) and
16(a)-(c), are obtained af ter simulation times of 150ms. To obtain a more quantitative
comparison between the measured and computed crater shapes, the corresponding
variations in the crater depth and the crater width with the charge depth of burial are
displayed in Figs 17 and 18, respectively. It should be noted that the experimental crater
depths correspond to their final values while the experimental crater widths correspond
to the time of 12ms following denotation, the time which was matched in the
computational analysis. Hence, obtaining a better agreement with respect to the crater
width between the experiment and the analysis is more critical. By analyzing the results
displayed in Figs 14-18, the following main observations can be made:
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(a) In general, the agreement between the predicted sand crater shapes based on the
modified sand material model and their experimental counterparts is improved relative
to the corresponding agreement based on the original sand constitutive relations;
(b) The improvement is particularly pronounced at smaller values of the charge depth
of burial; and
(c) The computed sand crater shape and size appear to be fairly sensitive functions of
the sand materials constitutive model used. The findings made above suggest that a good
agreement between the computed and experimental sand crater shapes and sizes should
be expected only when reliable materials constitutive models for the sand in question are
used in the calculations. Such constitutive models should include the effects of the sand
particle size, shape and their orientation, impurity and moisture contents, etc. Once such
materials constitutive relations are available, one can carry out a sensitivity analysis to
determine how the potential variations in the sand structure and properties affect its
behavior during an explosion.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results obtained in the present work, the following main conclusions can be
drawn:
1. A purely Eulerian multi-material approach to the computational analysis of the
detonation phenomena associated with shallow-buried mines in sand appears to
provide realistic predictions regarding various early post-detonation phenomena
such as the formation of sand bubbles, detonation product clouds, compression
waves in sand and shock waves in air.
2. At the later stages of the detonation the computational results are not in as good
agreement with their experimental counterparts, in particular, with respect to the
shape and size of sand craters. These discrepancies are attributed to the potential
shortcomings of the materials model for sand.
3. Late stage post -detonation phenomena such as the sand crater size and shape are
found to be fairly sensitive functions of the sand’s material constitutive model.
Hence, a good agreement between a computational and experimental model for a
shallow-buried mine can be expected only if reliable material constitutive models
are available.
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